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CUTTING MACHINES
MODEL 503 K
Lightweight, Portable Rotary Shear
Machlne Type
HEXAGONAL KNlFE
Blade Slze
2" (50mm)
Cut Dpth, Max. 9/32" (7.2mm)
Welght
19 ounces (540 gr)t
50 Watt Motor AC/DC 115 volts
(220 volts available)

This machine comes equipped
with knife guard, sharpener,
hangar hook and a 6-1/2-foot
line cord with standard plug.
Additionally, it features a worm
gear drive for efficient,
effortless operation.

MODEL 507N • "New Little Wizard"
2-in-1 Rectangular Knife on Stand
Easy-to-operate, highspeed, portable cutting
with scissor accuracy. It comes equipped
with sharpener, sure-grip handle, round knife
and a removable 8-foot cord with standard
grounded plug.
Machlne Type
Rectangular shear-cut blade
Blade Slze
2-3/4" (70mm)
Cuttlng Depth, Max. 3/4" (20mm)
Welght
5 lbs.(2.3 kg.)
Motor
AC Single Phase 115 volts
(220 volts available)

MODEL 508N

Highspeed Power Shear

The 508N rectangular shear-cut blade machine cuts with scissor
accuracy. It is designed for snag-free straight and curved cutting on light
to heavyweight materials. Consew model 508 features a removable
base plate which allows for
optimum maneuverability
when performing "off the
table" operations such as
slitting and trimming knitted
fabrics and plastics.
Comes equipped with a positive grip, finger-contoured
handle, rectangular shear-cut blade, finger guard,
sharpener and an 8-foot cord with standard plug.
Machlne Type

Rectangular rotatiing shear-cut blade with
stationary carbide-tipped blade.
Blade Slze
2-3/4" (70mm)
Cuttlng Depth, Max. 5/8" (15mm)
Welght
3 Ibs. 6 oz. (1.4kg)
Horsepower
1/10 HP UNlVERSAL SERlES MOTOR
AC/DC 115 volts (220 volts available)

MODEL 515E

Highspeed Stand-Up Type Round Knife Machine
The versatile model 515E combines
the fast and accurate operation of a
larger machine in one that is
lightweight and effortless to operate.
This machine is designed to cut all
types of patterns and is capable of
handling slippery or synthetic
materials singly or in multiple plies.
Model 515E easily cuts all types of
fabrics.
Consew has designed this machine with a
balanced handle, which allows for one-hand
use. Model 515E comes with finger guard
and built-in sharpener.

Machine Type
ROUND KNlFE
Blade Slze
3-1/2" (90mm)
Cuttlng Depth, Max. 11/16" (18mm)
Welght
4 Ibs. 10 oz. (2 kg.)
Horsepower
1/10 HP Universal type series motor
AC/DC 115 volts (220 volts available)
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* Speed depends on materials, thread and operation
Specifications subject to change without notice.

MODEL EC-110
Heavy Duty Cutter
FOR TOUGH MATERIALS
(Not recommended for material over
1/8 inch thick due to short stroke.)

Cordless Electric Cutter
• Comes as a 7-piece kit with 110 volt Transformer
• Cuts Aramid Fibers, Kevlarÿ®and other tough materials
• Superior ergonomic design. Requires much less effort to use than
cutting manually.
• Light weight and maneuverable.
• Rechargeable long lasting battery. No cord to worry about.
• Carbide insert blades for longer wear.
• Can be operated with cord and battery adapter (supplied) for
unlimited cutting time.
• Short rapid strokes for intricate work.

The 818 Series
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Cutting Machines:

4"/ 5"/ 6"/
8"/ 10"

MODEL 818 Straight Knife Cloth
Cutting Machine with Automatic
Abrasive Belts Sharpener, is the
most popular cutting machine in the
Garment Industry. It's suitable for
cutting all kinds of fabrics from thin
materials to thick materials.

FEATURES:
* LOW MOTOR OPERATING
TEMPERATURE for smooth,
comfortable cutting with excellent
cutting power and less annoying heat
buildup.
* AUTOMATIC OIL LUBRICATION DEVICE
* AUTOMATIC SHARPENING DEVICE
* BASE PLATE is low and the surface is
smooth to make the material travel on it
smoothly before and after cutting.
* Equipped with fan-guard and starting
switch cover for safety.

MODEL 810-4"

Model 818-8"
Straight-Knife
Cloth-Cutting
Machine
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Model
810-4"

Great, economical cutter
with same general
specifications as the 818
series - with manual oil
lubrication and manual
sharpening.
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